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Abstract

While self-regulated learning (SRL) has been studied in various disciplines, insufficient attention 
has been paid to how formative assessment/assessment for learning (AfL) promotes students’ SRL in 
learning English as foreign language (EFL) context. The present study attempted to address the gap. 
Forty four non-English majors in the second year of an undergraduate program at a Chinese university 
participated in the research. They completed 5 writing tasks, performed peer assessment, and wrote 
reflections to record their perceptions of the experience. Scoring rubrics was developed based on 
China’s Standards of English Language Abilities (CSE) for the participants to use in peer assessment 
and complete a peer assessment report for essay revision. Analysis of the reflections suggests that 
CSE rubrics referenced peer assessment involved extensive SRL processes of planning, monitoring, 
regulating, reflecting, and resource management, which were closely related to three contextual 
artifacts: rubric, peer assessment report, and essay script. These are important factors in support of 
the participants’ SRL engagement from a social cognitive perspective. Implications are discussed with 
reference to language teaching and learning with a view to developing EFL learners’ SRL capacity. 
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Introduction

Self-regulated learning (SRL) refers to “the students’ use of various cognitive and metacognitive 
strategies to control and regulate their learning” (Pintrich, 1999, p. 460). SRL constitutes a significant 
factor for enhancing L2 students’ capacity to achieve learning goals (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015; Han &  
Hiver, 2018; Tseng et al., 2006) and plays an important role in lifelong development (Cauley & 
McMillan, 2010; Assessment Reform Group (ARG), 1999; Organization for Economic Cooperation 
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and Development (OECD), 2005). Researchers maintain that students may beneficially activate SRL 
behaviors through formative assessment in the classroom (e.g., Irving, 2007), because each aspect 
of formative assessment has influence on the development of the metacognitive functioning in the 
mastery of SRL strategies. Educators and researchers in language learning (e.g., Lee, 2016) believe that 
formative assessment aims to improve teaching and learning through its focus on the meta-cognitive 
skills essential for SRL: planning, monitoring and a critical reflection on learning, which both students 
and teachers employ proactively to direct further learning and enhance performance outcomes.

Assessment for learning (AfL), often used interchangeably with formative assessment (Lee, 2007; 
Wiliam, 2017), employs assessment to promote learning and improve teaching, and has the students’ 
agency in the learning and assessment process as its central foci. AfL is deemed essential to teaching 
and learning as well as SRL development, because the role that students adopt in AfL is consistent 
with the SRL concept, where they act behaviorally, motivationally, and meta-cognitively in their own 
learning (Heritage, 2018). As an important AfL strategy, peer assessment maintains a pivotal role in 
the writing classroom to serve the purpose of improving students’ learning and empowering them to 
become autonomous and self-regulated learners. It creates opportunities for learners to regulate their 
peers, reflect on their own writing process, imitate SRL strategies from each other, and develop their 
own strategies for future writing.

In view of the claims with respect to the influence on SRL development from formative assessment/AfL 
(cf. Clark, 2012), peer assessment in particular, it would be meaningful and fruitful to examine how 
this assessment form complements students’ regulated learning in EFL context. However, endeavor 
of this kind is still a rarity in the body of research, EFL writing in particular. Such an effort holds 
potential significance for the design and delivery of educational activities that aim to enhance the 
learning process as well as the outcomes of English language learners. Being a part of a larger research 
project, this paper reports a study that investigates learners’ use of SRL strategies and processes in peer 
assessment as a formative assessment/AfL activity in a Chinese college EFL writing classroom. 

Literature Review

Self-Regulated Learning

Contemporary higher education demonstrates great interest in SRL (van den Boom et al., 2007), and 
much of recent development of classroom assessment is framed by the SRL theory (Clark, 2012). 
Although different SRL models exist, Pintrich constructs a consensual foundation for SRL that has 
been extensively utilized by researchers to conduct regulated learning studies in educational contexts 
(Clark, 2012). This model defines SRL as a process in which learners plan for their learning and then 
try to monitor, regulate, and reflect on their cognition (Pintrich, 1999, 2004; Pintrich & Zusho, 2002). 
Planning involves strategy selection, goal-setting, and the application of background knowledge. 
Monitoring requires students to use their work as a running record of their progress relative to estab-
lished standards and criteria. Regulating implies modulation of thought, affect, behavior, or attention 
via deliberate use of specific mechanisms and supportive meta-skills. Reflecting involves evaluation 
on past work and the extent to which strategies facilitated or hampered the realization of learning 
goals. In addition, most SRL models include strategies to shape or control the learning environment as 
important resource management strategies (Pintrich, 2004; Zimmerman, 2002). This process helps to 
alleviate negative environmental impacts and to take advantage of positive influences in the service of 
a challenging goal (Tseng et al., 2006).

The field of applied linguistics embraces an increasing understanding that strategic, self-regulated 
learning plays an important part in second/foreign language (L2) teaching and learning for fostering 
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self-regulated learners who are independent, capable, and goal-oriented with lifelong learning strate-
gies (Csizér & Tankó, 2017; Lau, 2013; Oxford, 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). A number of L2 researchers 
have proved that writing achievement is related to the employment of SRL strategies through which 
different dimensions of SRL processes effectively work in operating, directing, and sustaining learning 
efforts (Han & Hiver, 2018; Teng & Zhang, 2016, 2018; Xie & Lei, 2021).

Given the importance of self-regulation, L2 researchers have tried to foster its acquisition through 
interventions that focused on the sources of individual differences. In one study, Teng and Zhang 
(2020) found that self-regulated learning strategies-based writing instruction enabled students 
to become more active in using an array of SRL strategies (e.g., metacognitive strategies, social 
behavior strategies, and motivational regulation strategies). Similarly, Lee et al. (2023) found that 
strategy instruction within the framework of eight-phase self-regulated learning instruction resulted 
in increased use of self-regulated strategies among young learners. Other interventions include, for 
example, feedback that varies in terms of frequency, opportunity and content to guide the students’ 
self-regulation processes; instructions that are designed to provoke perception and interest of SRL 
and to direct students’ attention to various motivational goals, and finally, rubrics and assessment 
scripts that are employed to assist students in self-assessing their learning processes and performance 
(Alonso-Tapia & Panadero, 2010; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008; Zimmerman & 
Schunk, 2011).

While many SRL studies focused on young learners and self-assessment practice (e.g., Andrade  
et al., 2009; Panadero, 2011; Panadero et al., 2012), less attention is given to tertiary level students in 
EFL context (Teng & Zhang, 2020) where standard and framework are used in rubric-referenced peer 
assessment of writing in classroom that practices formative assessment/AfL. This is an important void 
for self-regulated learning can occur not only during individual learning but also during cooperative 
and collaborative learning (e.g., Hadwin et al., 2011; Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). Hadwin et al. (2011) 
even claim that regulated learning is the quintessential skill in collaborative learning. A theory of 
particular importance to social modes of SRL is Bandura’s (1986) Social Cognitive Theory (Clark, 
2012), which maintains that the role of the social in SRL is to influence individual regulation (Teng, 
2022). The situation and context, including the social context, can support or hinder the acquisition 
of SRL (cf. Nolen & Ward, 2008). Examples of relevant factors for this support include modeling of 
self-regulation and feedback (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997) which again traces back to Bandura (e.g., 
1986). This study aims to employ the social cognitive approach to address the above research gap to 
explore how the relevant factors support SRL.

Peer Assessment

Peer assessment is a collaborative activity involving students reading, critiquing and providing feed-
back on each other’s writing, both to secure immediate textual improvement and to develop, over time, 
stronger writing competence via mutual scaffolding (Tsui & Ng, 2000; Zhu, 2001). An OECD (2005) 
report on formative assessment places self and peer assessment against well-defined goals and criteria 
as “skills that are invaluable for learning throughout their lives” (OECD, 2005, p. 24). 

Peer assessment in L2 writing classroom is supported by a number of theoretical foundations, includ-
ing collaborative learning theory and sociocultural theory which maintains that learning is socially 
constructed (Bruffee, 1984). Studies on collaborative writing have shown that scaffolding offered by 
peers in pairs or groups can aid students with their learning by pooling their respective resources 
together (Storch, 2011, 2013). Through peer collaboration and interaction, peer assessment builds “a 
facilitative socio-interactive environment in which L2 learners receive social support and scaffolding 
from peers” (Hu & Lam, 2010, p. 373). 
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Peer feedback has been practiced in EFL writing and was found to exert positive effects on students’ 
cognitive, social, and linguistic development (e.g., Lee & Evans, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020). With the 
feedback provided by their peers, students reevaluate their essay drafts to make necessary changes 
so as to meet the established standard and criteria. Bruce (2001) maintains that students derive the 
most benefit when they are stimulated to check their work in individual activities before submission. 
Assessing work for mistakes and errors is the self-check of cognitive quality and progress and regarded 
in much SRL research as the fundamental construct for planning, monitoring, and reflecting upon 
cognition (e.g., Pintrich, 1999; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986).

In peer assessment, scoring rubrics are often used to provide descriptive and diagnostic information 
so as to help students better understand their strengths and weaknesses. As have been mentioned in 
the previous section attempts have been made to facilitate SRL development through application of 
rubrics in assessment. Panadero et al. (2012) pointed out, “The most important question is whether 
rubrics facilitate students’ self-regulation and learning, and how their effectiveness can be enhanced” 
(p. 807). Studies have been conducted on the effects of rubrics on learning and performance, 
which yielded mixed results though (Andrade et al., 2009; Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Schafer  
et al., 2001). However, its effects on self-regulation have not been paid enough attention. In addition, 
while research on peer assessment has grown rapidly over the past two decades, little is known about 
the strategies learners apply while they are involved in peer assessment activities in the L2 writing 
classroom (Yu & Lee, 2016). 

Relation Between SRL and Formative Assessment/AfL and Peer Assessment

Formative assessment facilitates SRL strategy development among learners (Clark, 2012). A number of 
relatively recent studies have linked formative assessment to SRL directly (e.g., Nicol & Macfarlane-
Dick, 2006; Bose & Rengel; 2009; Black & Wiliam, 2009). Relating formative assessment with the 
process of SRL further makes it stand out from other forms of classroom assessment. A significant body 
of qualitative meta-studies is available which support claims that formative assessment actualizes SRL 
(e.g., ARG, 1999; OECD/CERI, 2005, 2008; Ruthven, 1994; Mansell et al., 2009).

Self-regulatory processes align with the three questions asked during the AfL process: Where am I 
in my learning? Where do I need to go? How best to get there (Hattie & Timperley, 2007)? Students 
engage with similar AfL practices to help themselves and their peers develop into self-regulated, 
self-monitoring, and autonomous learners. Perrenoud (1998) even go so far as to characterizes 
AfL as the regulation of learning, which “entails the processes of goal setting, monitoring progress 
towards the goal, interpretation of feedback from monitoring, adjustment of goal-directed actions 
and/or of the definition of the goal” (Allal, 2010, p. 348). Moreover, SRL is considered a primary 
aspect of AfL, directly linked to AfL strategies (Wiliam, 2014). In the words of Clark (2012), AfL 
“reinforces and actualizes self-regulated strategies among students” (p. 205). In language learning 
research, self-regulation is found to aid language acquisition (Graham & Harris, 1994; Zimmerman &  
Risemberg, 1997), and it is particularly relevant to the development of writing competence 
(Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 1999, 2002). The major components of self-regulation, such as goal 
setting, self-evaluation, and self-reflection, are therefore valuable in the learning-to-write process, 
on which AfL is grounded.

Regarding the connection between peer assessment, SRL, and formative assessment/AfL, Hawe and 
Parr (2014) have pointed out that teachers should promote students’ role in taking charge of their 
learning through self/peer feedback so as to realize the full potential of AfL. Similarly, Clark (2012) 
maintains that feedback is essential to formative assessment and therefore to the development of  
SRL strategies among students. Active participation in peer feedback stimulates various regulating 
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strategies, such as planning and coordinating feedback activities, discussing feedback to enhance its 
uptake, and utilizing it for performance improvement (Er et al., 2021). Mak and Wong (2018) adopted 
the SRL framework proposed by Pintrich (2004) in conducting their writing classroom portfolio assess-
ment. The researchers found that in the various regulatory phases, the students frequently monitored 
and regulated their behaviors towards their goals through the feedback provided by their peers. Zhu 
and To (2021) found that the SRL interactions during peer discussion enabled the feedback receivers 
to resolve ambiguity and obtain important insights into peer feedback for revision of essay draft. The 
findings led the authors to an assumption that the more SRL behaviors feedback receivers displayed 
during peer discussion, the more likely they took ownership in the feedback processes and acted on the 
feedback for performance improvement.

Lee (2017) contends that AfL develops students’ abilities to self-assess so that they can become 
reflective and independent in learning. It is therefore important to engage students in self- and peer 
evaluation, as well as self-reflection which, as van den Boom et al. (2007) observe, can also facilitate 
development of SRL capacity. Peer assessment provides an important means for student involvement 
in classroom assessment that is in line with the pedagogical principles of AfL for L2 writing (Lee, 
2017). Other assessment theorists, including Black and Wiliam (1998), Shepard (2000), Brookhart 
(2003), and Wiggins (1998), put forward a similar conception of assessment as a moment of learning. 
The amount of research on the relations between formative assessment/AfL and SRL is growing. 
However, relevant research evidence in language learning remains scarce (Seker, 2015), and this is 
particularly true for EFL writing. 

Review of related literature identifies some gaps: 1) While there is increasing consensus on the impor-
tance of learning regulation for the quality of collaborative learning or vice versa, empirical research 
is still limited (Panadero & Järvelä, 2014; Schoor et al., 2015; Ucan, 2017); 2) While the benefits of 
collaborative learning for SRL have been observed in various disciplines, insufficient attention has 
been paid to how collaborative learning, peer assessment in particular, is related to learners’ SRL in 
L2 context. 

To address the afore-mentioned research gaps, this study investigates EFL learners’ self-reported 
SRL in peer assessment of EFL writing through the lens of social cognitive approach. The focus is 
not on examining the interaction between participants during peer assessment process as previous 
studies did (e.g., Zhu & To, 2021). Rather, it explores the SRL processes as a function of peer 
assessment. Since strategic learning is driven by mental processes that do not often lend themselves 
to direct observation and, therefore, for an accurate assessment of the extent of their functioning 
we need to draw on the learners’ own accounts (Tseng et al., 2006). We chose to use reflection to 
elicit the participants’ perception as reflection makes students aware of their experiences in learning 
processes (van den Boom et al., 2007). McTaggart and Kemmis (1995) define reflection as an 
active process that reviews, analyses and evaluates experience and draws on theoretical concepts or 
previous learning to provide an action plan for future experiences. The said tool has been used in L2 
learning (e.g., Chang & Lin, 2014) and SRL research (e.g., Qiu &Lee, 2020). We believe that writing 
reflective notes could help the students make in-depth analysis and evaluation of their learning 
activity and thus help the researcher gain insight into their SRL process, which is often implicit and 
difficult to be observed (Vauras & Volet, 2013; Veenman et al., 2006). Specific to the context of the 
study, China’s Standards of English Language Abilities (CSE) is adapted into scoring rubrics for 
use in peer assessment. Since its official release in 2018, CSE has received considerable attention 
within and beyond China. It is claimed applicable as a tool for assessment of English language and 
a yardstick for English language teaching and learning (Liu, 2017). Proposals have been made to 
incorporate CSE into classroom with a view to promoting formative assessment where learners take 
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the major responsibility for learning (Liu, 2017; Wang, 2018). This study is guided by the following 
research questions: 

1. How did the students employ SRL strategies to perform CSE rubrics referenced peer 
assessment in EFL context?

2. How did the relevant contextual factors, e.g. rubrics, feedback, etc., contribute to the 
deployment of the SRL strategies? 

Methods

Participants

The participants were 44 Chinese students majoring in art and design in the second year of undergraduate 
study (2021/2022 academic year). Most of them had 6 or more years of experience of English learning 
starting from their secondary education or earlier. According to their performance in the English test 
of college entrance examination (mean = 118.28 with a full score of 150), or Gaokao, the participants’ 
English language proficiency was between CSE level 4–5 (Wang, 2018), which was mostly aligned 
with CEFR B1 to lower B2 (Papageorgiou et al., 2019). The students reported little or no previous 
experience of peer assessment. In the semester when data was collected, they took a 10-week college 
English reading-and-writing course where they met the instructor twice a week with each time 
being allocated two 45-minute sessions with a 10-minute interval. According to the curriculum, the 
participants should finish five textbook units which were evenly distributed to the 10-week span. Each 
unit contained two English texts followed by an essay task aligned to the genre of the texts. Apart from 
the textbook, the instructor also used Langan (2014) as supplementary material for process-oriented 
writing instruction. 

Writing Tasks

The students should complete five writing tasks (Table 1) as part of the requirement of the curriculum. 
For each task they were directed to write a five-paragraph essay: introduction (one paragraph), three 
main ideas (three paragraphs), and conclusion (one paragraph). For the purpose of the research, the 
students completed the first draft as homework, and then performed peer assessment either in the class 
or after as homework. Table 2 outlines the cycle of an essay task. 

Table 1 Essay plan

Task  
No.

Time Source Essay topic Pattern of 
development

1 Week 2 Book 3 Unit 5 Going to a movie or watching a movie at home Comparison & 
contrast

2 Week 4 Book 3 Unit 6 My favorite restaurant/our college campus Description

3 Week 6 Book 3 Unit 7 The effects of getting married in college/peer 
pressure/excessive packaging of products

Cause & effect

4 Week 8 Book 3 Unit 8 Which parenting method is more beneficial to 
children? Chinese or western?

Argumentation

5 Week 10 Book 4 Unit 1 A time I felt most proud of myself Narration
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The Scoring Rubrics and the Peer Assessment Report

The analytic rating rubrics with four components were developed based on the CSE scales (hereinafter 
the CSE rubrics): Coherence & cohesion, Grammar, Lexical resources, and Task fulfillment that 
targeted at the three genres, that is, narration, exposition, and argumentation. The CSE has 9 levels 
that define learners’ English proficiency from low to high. Research shows that CSE 8 is aligned with 
upper CEFR Level C1 and the lower C2; CSE 7 is aligned with upper CEFR Level B2 and lower C1; 
CSE 6 is aligned mainly with CEFR B2; CSE 5 is aligned with upper CEFR Level B1 and lower B2; 
and CSE 4 is mostly aligned with CEFR B1 (Papageorgiou et al., 2019). As most Chinese college 
English learners fall between CSE level 4–7 (cf. Wang, 2018), the scoring categories for the rubrics 
were designed to include six levels: 4–, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 7+. Prior to the first peer assessment session, 
a printed version of the rubrics was distributed to the participants followed by a training session, 
during which the instructor explained the rubric descriptors and its use in peer assessment. Taking 
into consideration the suggestions from related literature (Baker et al., 2020; Langan, 2014; Luo et al., 
2015), a peer assessment report (Appendix 1) was developed for students to complete the peer review 
tasks. The participants were supposed to first give scores to the four rubric components and then 
provide qualitative judgment and comment. 

Reflective Notes

We asked the participants to write reflections on their experiences of essay writing and peer 
assessment using their L1 (Chinese), including the feelings and opinions about the task process 
and their performance. As most students do not reflect spontaneously on their learning processes 
(Van Velzen, 2002), prompts were used to evoke these reflective activities (Appendix 2). 

Data Collection 

At the beginning of the course, the students were told to self-select their partners for peer assess-
ment. It was assumed, and turned out to be the case for most of them, that they chose their friends 
to work with, which would be conducive to constructive peer feedback. Researchers proposed 
that working with a friend is very beneficial when students are engaged in challenging problem 
solving tasks (Miell & MacDonald, 2000). After each peer assessment session the participants 
handed in their reflective notes, which were summarized in Table 3. The instructor did not require 
the participants to perform reflection for Task 3 due to their heavy work load and tight schedule. 
The reduced number of submitted reflective notes was also likely to have resulted from the same 
causes, in addition to the fact that the instructor asked the students to hand in the Task 5 reflection 

Table 2 Essay task cycle

Week Session Activity
1 1st session Introduction to the task type and assignment of an essay task (to be completed 

after class with no time limit)

2nd session Peer assessment (completed in class for task 1 and 2; then after class for 
task 3 onwards due to limited time availability) and revision followed by 
reflection

2 1st session Submission of 1st and 2nd drafts together with peer assessment reports and 
reflective notes

2st session Return of teacher feedback and review of task
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and end-of-term (ET) reflection together, which might lead to some participants putting the two 
reflections into one piece of paper.

Data Analysis

For the first research question which concerns the analysis of the use of regulating strategies and 
processes in learning, we developed a SRL model mainly based on Pintrich (1999, 2004), Tseng 
et al. (2006), and Ucan (2017). The model included five general processes: planning, monitoring, 
regulating, reflecting, and resource management. All reflective notes of the participants were 
analyzed based on the above model using NVivo7 (N7), which was developed by Qualitative 
Research Systems and allowed data to be sorted and compared. Coding for the first research question 
underwent the following process. First, the cognitive-focused segments, that is, segment in which 
the focus was performing SRL activities in relation to the five processes in the reflection scripts of 
the first essay task, were identified and the type of regulated learning that was involved was coded. 
Open coding and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) were first conducted for these segments. 
Then, after the reflection notes for the first task were coded, an initial coding scheme including the 
first level and the second level codes were developed. Segments related to SRL in the other essay 
tasks and the ET reflection were identified and categorized according to the scheme. During this 
process, new codes emerged for the second level codes and then saturation was achieved in each 
category. The coding was an iterative process in which changes were made to the coding results for 
certain segments to make sure that the coded segments meshed well with the scheme (Appendix 3).  
Finally, themes were summarized to explore further how the strategies corresponded to the processes 
in the SRL model. 

Results of the above coding provided the basis for the exploration of the second research question. We 
carefully read all the coded segments, identified those involving certain types of contextual factors, 
such as textbook, peer assessment report, rubrics, etc., and categorized them accordingly. By analyzing 
the students’ accounts and occurrence of the factors, we found out some important factors that were 
extensively involved in the participants’ SRL. 

To improve validity and avoid the possible pitfalls of high inconsistency between independent cod-
ers, as evidenced in Cohen’s (1993, 1994) and Sawaki’s (2003) studies, a linear coding process (Yu, 
2008) rather than an independent one was adopted. When I finished coding, I invited an associate 
professor in applied linguistics to help check the coding validity. I explained the coding scheme 
and its categories to her and answered her questions regarding their purposes and processes. She 
then read all the entries from the ‘codes’, ‘memos’ of the ‘codes’ and ‘coded segments’ for 50% of 
the reflective notes in each essay tasks and the ET reflection, and pointed out any disagreement she 
had with my initial coding. The differences were then solved through discussions. For example, the 
excerpt “I try to maintain a clear thinking during the writing process” (ZDT task 1) was originally 
coded as “planning”. The associate professor argued that the writer did not plan to do things in this 
excerpt, but rather, s/he was monitoring the writing process to keep his/her mind on the task. As a 
result, I recoded the expert as “monitoring”. Based on our discussion, I revised the coding for all the 
remaining reflections. 

Table 3 Number of reflective notes across tasks 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 4 Task 5 ET Total 
Number of notes 37 37 32 17 12 135

N = 44. Task 5 and ET notes are collected together. 
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Results and Discussion

RQ1: How did the students employ SRL strategies to perform CSE rubrics referenced peer 
assessment in EFL context?

Most of the segments from the reflective notes fell into the five major SRL categories, including 
planning, monitoring, regulating, reflecting, and managing resource demonstrating how the 
participants utilized these regulatory processes to achieve the task goals. In composite these processes 
are akin to what researchers refer to as “self-inquiry” in AfL where students not only evaluate their 
strengths and weaknesses, but also set their own goals in writing and actively improve their writing 
(Lee, 2007, p. 204).

Planning

It was found that the participants made plans at both the beginning and end of the task. For the former, 
they mainly figured out viable ways to accomplish the task. For example:

While reading, I used a color pen for making marks which would be convenient to 
locate the errors in the follow-up discussion. I read several times my partner’s essay to 
find out the weakness and then composed the peer assessment report. (PXL task1)

The above excerpt revealed PXL’s plan with respect to the strategies adopted for the peer assessment 
task. She used a color pen to highlight the errors identified to ease the coming discussion session, and 
read her partner’s essay repeatedly for a good understanding about the strength and weakness to be 
written up in the assessment report. 

Many participants briefly described in their reflections the procedures followed in the rubric-referenced 
peer assessment, which reflected their plans for completing the activity, for example:

I exchanged essays with my partner and gave scores strictly against the CSE rubrics.  
I carefully read the essay, questioned and discussed with my partner when I had 
problems. When I received peer feedback I read it with care and discussed with my 
partner to clear any doubts I have, then I revised my first draft. (HZY Task1)

After students made assessment of their writing performance on the task and reflect on their pros 
and cons in learning writing they made various plans based on the rubrics for future learning. This 
corresponded to a significant part of what was conveyed in the message built in the question of “How 
do I get there?” in AfL. The coding results show that the participants made both general plans such 
as “Use more complex and diversified sentence structure”, “Expand vocabulary” (GSY) and specific 
plans, such as those framed toward certain genres as illustrated below: 

In future learning I will pay more attention to narrative writing, read more excellent 
essays to learn useful expressions. In summary, narration is my weakness and I had 
bad performance in it. I will learn from this experience, make improvement, and put in 
persistent efforts. (GY Task 2)

In the task 2 reflection, ZJQ made the following plan about organization and outlining which was part 
of the coherence issue addressed in the CSE rubrics: “Before writing, I should make an outline and 
frame a clear thesis statement for my essay”. According to the context of this piece of note, ZJQ arrived 
at this plan as a result of evaluating the peer essay which prompted ZJQ to realize the importance of 
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sequencing ideas in the delivery of message intended by a writer. This constitutes a piece of evidence 
of AfL. The results concerning the various plans and goals made in relation to the rubric components 
are in keeping with findings of previous research. For example, Panadero (2011) reported that students 
using the rubrics reported having more learning goals activated during the task. 

Monitoring

It is borne out by the data from this research that “monitoring of one’s thinking and academic behavior 
is an essential aspect of self-regulated learning” (Pintrich, 1999, p. 461). Based on our coding, the 
process of monitoring was a composite construct that consisted of three sub-processes where the largest 
number of excerpts occurred. This result might be supported by Weinstein and Mayer’ (1986) early 
view that all metacognitive activities are varyingly related to monitoring behaviors. The three sub-
processes included Monitoring use of CSE standard and criterion, Monitoring assessment of strength 
and weakness, and Evaluative monitoring of writing ability and assessment competence. 

Monitoring use of CSE standard and criterion 

This category was devoted to CSE rubrics related monitoring operation that illustrated how the stu-
dents applied and benefited from the CSE rubrics while evaluating task performance. The category 
mainly focused on monitoring the performance against the analytical scales of the CSE rubrics as all 
the students mentioned using the CSE rubrics to help them assess their peer’s as well as their own 
drafts. The rubrics provided them with the standard and criterion for writing performance against 
which comparisons were made in order to guide the students’ monitoring process in assessing drafts 
and providing feedback based on the scale descriptors. For example:

Then I restarted from the first paragraph to read the detail and make assessment accord-
ing to the criteria in coherence and cohesion, grammar, and vocabulary. I translated the 
terms in the rubric descriptors into my own language to give sensible advice to my peer. 
(LXJ task2)

In this extract, LXJ translated the descriptors in the rubrics into her own language to help monitor 
the apprehension of the descriptors and verbalize the strength and weakness of the peer’s writing so 
as to give pertinent suggestions for revision. This translation operation could help her develop better 
understanding of what aspects the rubric component intended to measure and how to use the descriptors 
to diagnose a piece of writing. These would help develop the necessary knowledge and skills to use 
the rubrics for assessment purpose, which would in turn help facilitate the writer’s language learning.

Through the peer assessment practice the students reported developing fairly good command of the 
skills for using the rubrics, which helped monitor their planning and composing and other cognitive 
processes while trying to achieve the expected CSE level. For example: 

In this semester, my partner ZMY and I completed five peer assessment tasks with the 
CSE rubrics. We developed a sufficient mastery of the standard and criteria in it, and 
became clearer about how to write a good essay, how to achieve the corresponding 
level in terms of coherence and cohesion, grammar and vocabulary, and finally, task 
fulfillment. (CJX ET)

The above excerpt shows that CJX knew better what qualities a good essay entailed by frequently 
refereeing to the rubric descriptors which helped frame goals for learning writing. This finding is sup-
ported by what Shepard’s (2000) observed previously that rubric makes learning objectives and the 
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features of excellent performance “transparent” (p. 11). Apart from the CSE rubrics, feedback from 
peers also contributed to monitoring the use of the rubric descriptors in making assessment. This point 
is illustrated in the following extract. 

As far as Coherence &cohesion is concerned, my essay suffers a lack of flow in idea 
development, variation in the use of phrases, and word power. From peer feedback,  
I think I should spend more efforts in transition in writing to enhance the flow and logic 
of my essay. (CMY task2)

In the above excerpt, CMY used peer feedback to help monitor performance in Coherence & cohesion 
against the rubric descriptors, which raised the awareness of the underdevelopment in writing in the 
aspects concerned and pointed out direction for future endeavors. 

Monitoring assessment of strength and weakness 

The participants reported monitoring assessment of their strength and weakness in writing, mainly 
in terms of the CSE rubric components which provided an important framework for their judgment. 
The most frequently mentioned form of monitoring was that the rubrics helped the participants 
identify weakness, be it their own or their peers’, in the various aspects covered in the rubric. For 
example: 

Through the 5 essay tasks, peer assessment revealed the gap between me and the other 
students. In each peer assessment session, I always carefully read through my peer’s 
essay. I found most sentences and words written by her were so sophisticated that I 
could only judge their accuracy by looking up the internet resources. (QJX ET)

In this excerpt, gaps between her peer’s essay and QJX’s were mirrored through deliberate comparison, 
which helped the reviewer QJX monitor the assessment of her underdeveloped lexical competence. 
The excerpt also indicated the writer’s application of a SRL strategy of seeking information by using 
the Internet as a non-classroom resource as is presented in Clark (2012). 

Many participants admitted that they gathered diagnostic information from their partner’s feedback. For 
example, CBM wrote that her reviewer was careful and gave many pertinent advices in the feedback 
report, which made her aware of the bad habits in writing, such as the tendency to use very simple 
vocabulary and sentence structures. She thus planned to use more sophisticated sentence structures in 
her next assignment. 

Apart from grammar and vocabulary, the participants also paid attention to the content and rhetoric 
aspects that specifically related to genre knowledge, which was an important element in the CSE 
rubrics and was mentioned frequently in this coding category, indicating the participants’ awareness in 
the genre-specific features of writing. 

Evaluative monitoring of writing ability and assessment competence 

While the above category was mainly about how students benefited from peer assessment in terms of 
monitoring the identification of strength and weakness with respect to the rubric components, the current 
category described how the participants self-assessed their writing ability and assessment competence. 
Puustinen and Pulkkinen (2001) asserted that of all the processes implied in self-regulation, a crucial 
one is self-assessment. This self-assessment may be resulted from monitoring task fulfillment against 
the goals they set for themselves based on the understanding of the rubrics. Even though students did 
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not specifically mention the use of the CSE rubrics all the time in this category, their evaluation was 
related to it in one way or another. Take the following extract as an example of reference to monitoring 
of writing ability: 

In the past when I was writing, I put to paper whatever came to my mind and translated 
ideas from Chinese into English. I paid more attention to whether if I used advanced 
vocabulary or whether if my paper read well. I rarely considered the progression of topic 
development, or thesis statement, or logic in writing, or whether if I have accomplished 
the task goal. I realized the weakness through peer assessment, and will try to make 
improvement in the next tasks. (CYQ task 1)

This category also examined how the students kept themselves on track to approach writing objectives 
during the process of essay writing. For example, ZDT (task 1) wrote: “I try to maintain a clear 
thinking during the writing process”. WYY wrote in her reflective note that she borne in mind along 
the composing process questions in relation to the rubric components to keep her on track: 

Does my essay have clear structure? 
Is my word choice accurate? 
Can I do it better? (Task4)

The various excerpts identified in this category show that processes and strategies encapsulated in this 
category reflected an important goal of formative assessment with respect to peer assessment activi-
ties: “Provide opportunities for students to become meta-cognitive and build knowledge of themselves 
as learners by encouraging students to evaluate and reflect on the quality or progress of their work” 
(Clark, 2012, p. 221). By actively involving students in the monitoring process through CSE rubrics 
referenced peer assessment, an important principle of AfL is realized, that is, “involving students in 
assessment” (Lee, 2007, p. 204). The monitoring process prepared for the follow-up activities that 
engaged the students in learning efforts for writing development. 

Regulating 

As students monitored their performance against the CSE rubrics and/or the goals they set for them-
selves, this monitoring process identified the need for regulating to bring behaviors back on track. In 
the regulating process, students were found to adapt and adjust their writing behaviors with regard to 
the various aspects described in the CSE rubrics. For example, ZXQ tried to use more collocations and 
transitions, which were closely related to the descriptors in the CSE rubrics in Lexical resources and 
Coherence & cohesion. Also, ZJQ wrote: 

I benefited a lot from evaluating my peer’s essay. I began to realize that, compared to 
sophisticated vocabulary or sentence structures it was the vivid, concrete, and specific 
content and convincing language that mattered more in writing. (Task1) 

The above excerpt suggests that ZJQ regulated her mindset about good writing by shifting her atten-
tion in composing from surface structure, such as grammar and vocabulary, to rhetorical aspects of 
text production. This change provides a contrast to the tendency early observed by researchers for L2 
students to ignore macro textual concerns but focus on surface language problems in peer assessment 
(Leki, 1990; Nelson & Murphy, 1992, 1993). More recent studies, however, have also observed more 
positive effects of peer review on the global writing quality than on the local aspects. In particular, 
students in the role of feedback giver made greater progress in the global aspects than those in the role 
of feedback receiver (cf. Xu et al., 2022), similar to the present research.
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There were instances where the participants did not refer specifically to the CSE rubrics for regulating 
their behavior or thinking, but the rubrics and regulating were related to one another to varying degree 
in different situations. For example, QMQ altered paragraphing of her first draft so that her essay 
became clearer and better organized; ZJJ developed several methods for improvement, such as reading 
exemplar essay and listening to classmates’ advice. All these findings constitute evidence in support of 
the consensual view that peer feedback in L2 writing has its significance in providing opportunities for 
learners to grow in L2 language skills (Harris & Leeming, 2022; Zhang, 2016).

Reflecting

After students had finished a task, they may brood over the causes for the results—that is, made 
ascriptions for the results (Weiner, 1986). In this process the students made critical judgments on their 
performance in the writing task and assessment process. These judgments would inform their learn-
ing improvement in future learning. As the following excerpt shows, peer feedback directed ZXY to 
reflecting about ways to improve her argumentation. 

I was wondering, why my partner had the impression that my essay emphasized too 
much the advantages of Chinese parents’ educational methods. Maybe it was because 
the organization of information was not psychologically efficient. So I need to adjust 
paragraphing and give examples of the weakness of the parties to be compared. But the 
world is not governed by dualism and so things are not either right or wrong. Maybe 
I should mention the weakness of Chinese education at the concluding paragraph. In 
view of the requirements given in the task, maybe it does not deviate from the thesis 
statement to argue that Chinese education also has her merits. (ZXY task4)

The above extract demonstrates that peer feedback provided opportunities for ZXY to detect 
mismatches between intended and understood meaning, helping her foster a sense of audience (Jacobs 
et al., 1998; Liu & Sadler, 2003; Tsui & Ng, 2000; Paulus, 1999) and contributing to her move 
away from writer-based to reader-based writing (Stanley, 1992). It also illustrates the point raised 
by researchers that through peer feedback, learners develop reader awareness and build a stronger 
knowledge of audience expectations of good writing with respect to language, content, organization, 
and genre (Liu & Hansen, 2002). And by gaining an awareness and control of their thinking they 
become self-regulated learners (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997). 

The following excerpt shows that ZMY tried to figure out the root of their lack of confidence in appre-
hending the knowledge of writing. 

During peer assessment, I had a lot discussion with my partner on text type. At the end 
I found that, in fact, we all unconsciously doubted in the first place that whether if we 
misunderstood. Was it because we didn’t understand genre? I didn’t realize it before, 
but today I found it seems to be a big problem. Even after reading many exemplar 
essays and learning much textual knowledge, we still couldn’t maintain a sound control 
over our writing. (ZMY task4) 

The extracts collected under this category show that through reflecting, students engaged in critical 
thinking about their progress towards their goals, and fostered a vision of where to proceed in the next 
stage of learning. This aided them to strategically adjust goals and plans for the follow-up writing 
activities, giving them encouragement in the development as writers. Pintrich (2004) emphasized that 
“... As students reflect on the reasons for their performance, both the quality of the attributions and… 
are important outcomes of the self-regulation process” (p. 396). 
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Resource management 

The final part of the SRL model, resource management, concerned strategies that students used to man-
age and control their environment. As have been suggested by scholars, examples of these strategies 
include managing and controlling time, effort, study environment, and other people, including teachers 
and peers, through the use of help-seeking strategies (cf., Corno, 1986; Ryan & Pintrich, 1998; Zim-
merman & Martinez-Pons, 1986). Observation of the reflections shows that most of these strategies 
were found to be used by the participants. 

The following excerpt illustrates how PXL and her peer managed their study environment to facilitate 
the task completion process. The pair chose to conduct peer assessment in their dorm as opposed to the 
other parts of the campus where there might be other students present. To them, the dorm provided a 
more familiar and comfortable setting where they felt free to express themselves in regard to the writ-
ing assignment. The pleasant environment was likely to produce positive emotions as well as desirable 
learning outcome in the participants. 

We completed the peer assessment and feedback session in our dormitory. The different 
environment made us more relaxed and happier. In such an environment, we discussed, 
argued, and communicated with each other freely. We made assessment with respect to 
the content, structure, logic, sentence, grammar and vocabulary in our writing. In this 
process we learned from each other’s strengths and made up for our own shortcomings. 
The process brought about much benefit. (PXL task4).

The following excerpt illustrates how ZMY intended to manage and control her time to improve task 
completion.

Because I usually set a time limit for myself, this was a lot like an essay that I didn’t 
have time to think about in the exam room. In the process of peer-assessment, I thought 
I should first change such a way of writing practice. Next time I should stop timing, and 
will not do it until I become more proficient in writing. (ZMY task 2)

This extract attests to Lee’s (2017) observation that many examination driven cultures put a premium on 
timed L2 impromptu writing, rendering it difficult for the students to practice process writing. Thus in the 
process-oriented writing classroom of the present research, ZMY seemed to adapt herself to the require-
ments of the process writing practice as explicitly intended in the classroom instruction. Based on a gen-
eral adaptive approach to learning, the resource management strategies are helpful for students to adjust 
themselves to the environment as well as alter it to fit with their goals and needs (see Sternberg, 1985).

RQ2: How did the relevant contextual factors, e.g. rubric, feedback, etc., contribute to the 
deployment of the SRL strategies? 

From the coding results for the second research question an important finding emerged that the participants’ 
SRL activities were mostly initiated and performed through the use of the rubrics and the rubric-related 
artifacts/factors including essay script and peer assessment report, around which the participants’ SRL 
processes were found to revolve, signifying a potentially significant role of these factors. 

Influence from CSE rubrics

The CSE rubrics were reported in the reflections to have exerted influence throughout the peer 
assessment process, from assessing drafts and constructing peer assessment report to negotiating 
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with peers, all involving a range of SRL processes from goal setting to monitoring and regulating. 
Importantly, the influence of rubrics was observed in the various categories of the monitoring process, 
which is pivotal in the SRL process based on the consensus among researchers (e.g., Pintrich, 1999; 
Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Most conspicuously, the rubrics were extensively employed in the category 
of Monitoring use of CSE standard and criterion and the category of Monitoring assessment of strength 
and weakness, signifying the participants’ reliance on it in these respects. The students monitored 
their capacity in using the rubrics and the process of how they used it in making assessment with 
respect to the various aspects covered in the rubrics. The rubrics helped gather information about task 
performance based on their understanding of the rubric descriptors. These types of monitoring could 
be regarded as crucial evidence of AfL, the starting point of which focuses on the process of seeking 
and interpreting evidence to determine where learners are in their learning (ARG, 2002). 

The reflection extracts presented in the previous section indicate that the students also used the rubrics 
for other learning purposes, including, but not limited to, guiding writing process (ZDT), providing 
criteria for good writing (CJX), and developing genre knowledge (LXJ) which was communicated 
mainly through the component of Task fulfillment in the rubric. These purposes were not strongly 
emphasized in the students’ SRL process in the previous section, but they are important for L2 writ-
ing learning and teaching. As have already been pointed out by researchers (e.g., Andrade & Du, 
2005), when used as part of a formative, student-centered approach to assessment, rubrics have the 
potential to help students “make dependable judgments about the quality of their own work” as well 
as develop a “vision of success” (Stiggins, 2001, p. 11). These findings reveal that the rubrics served 
as a substantial pool of resources for the students, which is in agreement with extant research (e.g., 
Hu & Gao, 2017). 

The importance of the rubrics emphasized in the participants’ reflective notes for assessment of writing 
to identify strength and weakness and share learning intentions consists, to a large extent, in its clear 
assessment standard and criteria, which are regarded as the sine qua non of formative assessment 
(Black et al., 2003; Mansell et al., 2009). The importance of transparent grading criteria and learning 
goals to assessment and learning has been recognized by scholars (e.g., Frederiksen & Collins, 1989; 
Shepard, 2000). In terms of its relation to SRL, Pintrich (1999) early stressed that “In order to be self-
regulating, there must be some goal or standard or criterion against which comparisons are made in 
order to guide the monitoring process” (p. 461). 

In spite of the small sample, the present research seems to corroborate previous observation with 
respect to rubric role in formative assessment/AfL that rubrics are valuable in supporting student 
learning, at least in combination with meta-cognitive activities such as peer assessment (Panadero &  
Jonsson, 2013). This is significant for bringing the potential of rubrics into their full play and preventing 
the misconception that rubrics themselves are powerful without any treatments. A case in point is the 
research reported by Andrade (2001) who showed that simply providing students with a rubric was 
associated with higher scores on only one of three essays used in the study. Andrade hence concluded 
that simply handing out and explaining a rubric can increase students’ knowledge of the criteria for 
writing, but translating that knowledge into actual writing is more demanding. Our results seem to 
show that the potential of rubrics could be better harnessed when they are used in collaborative learning 
such as peer assessment where SRL strategies are engaged to “mediate a three-way dynamic between 
personal and contextual characteristics and performance” (Pintich, 2000, p. 453). 

Previous research suggests that rubric use can promote academic achievement, but there are few 
available studies that directly investigate the mechanism behind any rubric advantage. Many educators 
believe that student confidence is behind the effect (Andrade et al., 2009). Different from yet not 
unrelated to such belief, the present research unveils a potential and significant relationship between 
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rubrics and SRL in peer assessment, hence constitutes an important attempt to fill the above void as an 
essential part of its endeavor.

Influence from feedback report

In the present study the participants were required to write in Chinese the feedback report for each 
essay assignment and present to their partners to aid with revision. Both writing (e.g., LXJ task2; 
ZMY task1) and reading (e.g., CBM task2) the feedback report was found to facilitate and elicit SRL 
processes from the students. For example, reading the feedback report produced by the peer prompted 
CBM to have identified her weakness in terms of simple structure in her writing which she admitted 
resulting from the bad writing habits and CBM planned to improve it in the future. This is similar to 
Mak and Wong’s (2018) findings that L2 students frequently monitored and regulated their actions 
towards their goals through the feedback provided by their peers. In another case, while composing 
the feedback report, LXJ monitored the understanding and application of the CSE rubrics. In doing 
so, LXJ converted the rubric descriptors to LXJ’s own language so as to give constructive revision 
suggestions to the partner. These findings remind us of the important characteristics of valid feedback: 
challenging, requiring action, giving cues at appropriate self-regulatory levels on how to bridge the 
gap, and is achievable (Stobart, 2006). The observed influence of feedback on SRL in the present 
research and many other studies echoes with Butler and Winne’s (1995) early caveat that “Research 
on feedback and research on self-regulated learning should be tightly coupled” so as to make fruitful 
findings (p. 245). 

Another reason for peer feedback exerting influence on SRL activities might have to do with task 
authenticity. Students may perform authentic tasks with more motivation, which are closely related 
to SRL, because they know that they may have to do it in real life. That might be part of the reason 
why SRL is essential for lifelong learning and independent problem solving (Cauley & McMillan, 
2010; ARG, 1999; OECD, 2005). Soliciting and utilizing peer response are authentic writing tasks 
(Berg, 1999), therefore it can help boost students’ motivation for participation (Hu, 2005). This 
mentality urges students to concentrate, because their feedback would affect the way their peer 
proceed with the revision, and the result of which would affect the assessment results. For example, 
one student wrote: 

I think this kind of peer assessment activity is good. When I evaluate my own essay,  
I can’t find the direction, and the process would be very perfunctory. However, I become 
serious when evaluating others’ essay. (LXY task1) 

This piece of reflection demonstrates that the level of care and responsibility required of the partic-
ipants in assessment documentation, feedback in this case, motivated them by assigning the role of 
reviewer which offers opportunity for them to better understand themselves as learners.

The significance of feedback cannot be emphasized too much as pointed out by Bandura (1986, 1997), 
who concurs with Schunk (1998) and Butler and Winne (1995) who see feedback as pivotal to SRL, 
and Black and Wiliam’s (1998, 2009) who deemed feedback as the material to be refined into the meta-
cognitive processes required for self-regulation. 

We are aware of the inexperience of the participants in giving quality feedback on the peers’ writing 
given their limited proficiency and insufficient exposure to the said activity. These, however, give us 
the confidence that there is much more to be desired of the effects of their feedback to be more trans-
parent, which is inherent in and an important predictor of processes that make up SRL (Bandura, 1986; 
Butler & Winne, 1995; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986). 
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Influence from essay script 

The results show that reading and criticizing the peers’ essay scripts elicit SRL behaviors from the 
participants, regardless of their language proficiency. In the case where the reviewer is less success-
ful than the reviewed, careful reading and criticizing the essay of a more abled learner provide a 
precious opportunity for making improvement by, among other things, identifying the gap between 
the current level and the target level and learning from the peer the more advanced composing skills 
(e.g., QJX ET). 

For the pair that the two students are parallel in terms of language ability, the peer essay script could 
provide a means for the participants to complement each other in various aspects of essay writing. For 
example, ZJQ (task2) wrote that she obtained new knowledge from criticizing her partner’s script that 
the order of presentation of ideas could have impact on essay quality, which prompted her to set plans 
in this respect in future writing. 

For the pair that the reviewer is more successful than the reviewed, the former could also benefits 
from evaluating the essays produced by the latter. For example, ZCT (task1) wrote, while picking out 
the errors in the partner’s essay, ZCT became more aware of the weakness in her own essay, which 
helped ZCT avoid those errors and monitor the assessment of the advantages and disadvantages in 
writing. 

These findings corroborate Lee’s (2017) views that students “learn from their peers’ writing – both the 
strong areas that they can incorporate into their writing and their peers’ weaknesses that they should 
avoid” (p. 97), and Clark’s (2012) suggestion that essay script provides opportunities for indirect 
interaction through observation that are conductive to successful learning and development. The type 
of external input provided by essay script may constitute an important source of knowledge, though it 
has not received enough research attention so far.

Together, the influence from the contextual factors including rubrics, peer feedback, and essay script 
could be viewed from the social cognitive perspective, which emphasizes that the situation and 
context can influence self-regulation of learning (cf. Nolen & Ward, 2008). Our study suggests 
that these artifacts constitute an essential part of the social context of peer assessment and provide 
a multiplicity of external supports to the students’ SRL, building important connections between 
CSE rubrics referenced peer assessment, SRL, and formative assessment/AfL. These findings are 
in keeping with previous researchers’ contention that the social context provides support for the 
development of self-regulation (e.g., Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997). It also offers important insight 
into the mechanisms through which social factors support SRL, and how one of the key objectives of 
classroom assessment can be served, that is, to “develop learners who are capable of self-regulated 
learning” (Lee, 2017, p. 84).

Conclusion

The present research explored how CSE rubrics referenced peer assessment promoted SRL in a 
Chinese EFL class that practiced formative assessment/AfL with a view to improving students’ 
writing development. Analysis of the participants’ reflective notes reveals that peer assessment 
enhanced regulated learning which involved various strategies and processes including planning, 
monitoring, regulating, reflecting, and resource management. The operation of these SRL strategies 
and processes were found to be facilitated by three closely related contextual factors: the CSE 
rubrics, peer assessment report, and essay script. These were important tools for the students to 
gather and capitalize on assessment information and to receive social support while they argued and 
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negotiated with their peers. The study attests to the generally accepted yet not sufficiently validated 
view that peer assessment contributes to the development of self-regulation, demonstrating a 
close relation between SRL, peer assessment, and formative assessment/AfL. The results reflect 
an important objective of formative assessment to “actualize SRL strategies among students by 
sharing verbal feedback and written assessment documentation (e.g., rubrics, briefing papers)” 
(Clark, 2012, p. 240). 

The study has implications for fostering SRL in EFL teaching and learning. As classroom-centered 
language teaching might not be able to provide sufficient input for students, self-regulation constitutes 
an essential variable in language learning. This is particularly the case for the Chinese non-English 
majors, for whom the English course competes against their major courses as well as other course 
types for the limited space in the curriculum. In class, teachers should emphasize the important 
academic implication attributable to SRL that “the learner actually has control over his own learning, 
steering and directing cognitive and motivation processes to achieve the learning goal” (Boekaerts 
& Cascallar, 2006), and that taking responsibility and self-regulating the learning processes and 
positive motivational beliefs are required for academic achievement. As is demonstrated in the 
present research as well as previous studies, peer assessment facilitates SRL development. Teachers 
are therefore suggested to employ this assessment form as an important strategy to encourage student 
involvement in classroom activities, which is in line with the pedagogical principle of formative 
assessment/AfL (Lee, 2017). The CSE, as a national standard of English learning, provides an 
important tool for conducting peer assessment in the present study. It is recommended that the tool 
be adapted and used by college English teachers, who may also develop their own rubrics based on 
CSE to cater to the specific context of the classroom and the special need of their students as well 
as themselves. 

Despite the significance of this research, we acknowledge that the strength of our findings may be 
restricted as we solely used reflective notes to collect data. Future research is suggested to obtain 
data from various sources to generate more information for tackling the issue, such as classroom 
observation, interview, and essay drafts. Data from a variety of sources and instruments would allow 
the researchers to investigate not only the process but also the outcomes of students SRL activities 
and therefore further our understanding of learners’ SRL development. Research efforts may also be 
directed to issues focusing on different agent of peer feedback, that is, feedback provider and receiver, 
and different forms of feedback, that is, teacher feedback and self-feedback under the L2 context where 
formative assessment/AfL is practiced. 

We are aware that there are factors refraining L2 students in collectivist cultures (e.g., Chinese 
students) from efficient peer assessment process, such as giving constructively yet critical comments 
for fear of, for example, conflict and disagreement and to keep interpersonal harmony (Carson & 
Nelson, 1996; Connor & Asenavage, 1994). However, that should not pose a hurdle hindering them 
from capitalizing on formative assessment/AfL for developing SRL capacity, especially in view of 
the research insight that self-regulation is not a “fixed personality trait” (McCombs, 1989, as cited in 
Clark, 2012). Students can be taught, directed, and encouraged to consciously manage their learning 
by integrating their personal strategies with social strategies, such as peer assessment and its related 
artifacts, so as to enhance academic performance and achieve learning goals.
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Appendix 1 Peer assessment report
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Score
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Appendix 2 Prompts/Guiding questions for reflective notes

Round of  
reflective notes

Guiding questions

Please write a reflection on your peer assessment experience, writing process and 
performance. Below are some questions you might consider when drafting your reflection. 
(1) How did you collaborate with your peer in the peer assessment session? 
(2) What are your feelings toward the peer assessment task? Do you like it? Why or why not? 
(3) What did you learn from peer assessment? 
(4) How would you reflect on your performance in the writing task? 

Note: adapted from Qiu & Lee, 2020.
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Appendix 3 Coding scheme

Level 1 Level 2 Example (Translated from Chinese)
Planning and 
goal setting

Goal setting I will be more careful in reading task instructions, work out 
the thesis of my essay, pay attention to the topic sentence 
and narrative description, the mind map and structure. My 
writing needs to be up to the standard and demonstrate 
strict logic. (ZXY task2)

Planning While reading, I used a color pen for making marks which 
would be convenient to locate the errors in the follow-up 
discussion. I read several times my partner’s essay to find 
out the weakness and composed the peer assessment 
report. (PXL task1)

Monitoring Monitoring use of CSE 
standard and criterion 

Peer assessment reveals many issues in my writing. Much 
information needs to be provided to enrich the content and 
strict logic needs to be demonstrated in essay structure. 
There are less grammatical errors, but still many remains. 
The essay sees much progress compared to the previous 
one, but many issues persist; a wider range of vocabulary 
and structure need to be used. (MCJ task2)

Monitoring assessment of 
strength and weakness

I become aware of some bad habits in writing. For example, 
I find that the vocabulary and structure are rather simple. 
(CBM task2)

Evaluative monitoring 
of writing ability and 
assessment competence

In this essay task, I used many sentence structures to 
improve the syntactic variety of my essay. However, I 
should pay careful attention to vocabulary and grammar to 
avoid fundamental errors. My essay had clear logic in that it 
expounds the features of and differences between Chinese 
and western education, and compared their advantages 
and disadvantages; it advanced a clear thesis statement. 
However, I didn’t use sophisticated or advanced vocabulary 
due to my limited lexical resource. Many frequently used 
words could be replaced with more advanced vocabulary. 
(YXY task4)

Regulating So in my second draft, I based my revision on my first draft 
to refine the argument and the major supporting ideas 
and presented them in different paragraphs. I thought that 
overall the organization of my revised essay was much 
better than the first draft. It became clearer and more 
straightforward. (QMQ task4)

Reflecting When I got the essay task, I first thought about how to 
develop the outline, since I am not good at connecting 
paragraphs. However, I forgot to attend to the genre of the 
essay task. (LXY task1)

Resource 
management

After class we found a quiet place to discuss our essays. 
(GSY task4).


